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By Maria Henriquez, Associate Editor

At Dell Technologies, collaboration across the security function has been a pillar to crisis response
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Dell Technologies Takes a Holistic, Risk-
Based Approach to Build Resilience

Image courtesy of Dell Technologies

With data and team members’ health and safety top of mind, Dell

Technologies, one of the world’s leading technology companies helping to

transform the digital landscape and providing organizations with secure

and agile IT  solutions, made the decision on March 15, 2020, to close o�ce

sites and move 90% of its team members to remote work over the course of

one weekend.

According to T im Rigg, Vice President of Global Security Operations for Dell

Technologies Security and Resiliency Organization (SRO), the company’s

long-standing history of �exible work and its risk assessment tool made the

immediate shift to a work-from-home model an easy task.

The company’s approach to �exible work allows team members to choose

the work style that best ful�lls their needs on the job and in their personal

lives. “We believe work is not tied to where and when you work, but what

you do — and it is core to our culture now. Before March 2020, 65% of our

team members leveraged work �exibility on an occasional basis, and 30% of

team members were working remotely on any given day,” Rigg says.

Tim Rigg, Vice President of Global Security Operations,
Dell Technologies Security and Resiliency Organization
Image courtesy of Rigg

Having an underlying infrastructure, such as systems, technologies, tools and leadership support for �exible work, as

well as a risk assessment tool already in place, made the transition seamless. “The �exibility we’ve created has helped

team members �nd work-life balance while maintaining productivity and a commitment to innovation,” he explains.

The switch to remote access and secure remote connections were vital to business continuity and organizational

resilience. This �exibility enabled the organization to continue providing a competitive advantage to its users and

created new value by launching nine di�erent products during the pandemic.

To continue to operate without disruption, Rigg and the Global Security Operations team leveraged the company’s

initial risk assessment tool — a holistic and multifaceted approach to protecting the company’s physical assets,

inventory, information, intellectual property and people. The tool determines potential impacts resulting from the

interruption of time-sensitive or critical business processes. Originally, the tool was built to align with the health and

safety of employees and assess travel risk management and duty of care across the shifting landscape.

Rigg explains, “At the onset of the pandemic, the risk assessment helped us be proactive regarding business

disruption and pivot our performance based on what the tool indicated. We shut down travel by country, region and

globe to help ensure that our employees were as safe as possible in their current environment. We were able to not

only make emergency arrangements for some employees, but even help other team members who were on personal

travel to return safely home.”

After making the switch to remote work, Dell Technologies’ leadership — in coordination with Global HR, Real Estate

and Facilit ies, the SRO team and others — knew the organization needed to transform its original risk assessment

tool to guide further decisions on how to reopen Dell Technologies’ sites while keeping team members and

communities healthy.

“As the virus started spreading more widely, crossing boundaries and oceans, we continued to build out the tool,

adding more data and variables, to enable a consistent approach to make decisions,” Rigg explains. “Thus, the

Inversed Risk Matrix.”

The Inversed Risk Matrix helped make sense of all the health data about COVID-19 — the number of infections,

hospitalizations, recoveries, curve inclination, etc. — to make informed, data-based decisions that responsibly guided

return-to-site strategy, putting the health and safety of the organization’s team members and communities �rst.

The matrix collected data from three credible public sources: Johns Hopkins, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)

and the World Health Organization.

The Inversed Risk Matrix  — a real-time dashboard that is continuously enhanced with predictive capabilities to gain more insights to guide business and decision-making —
helped Dell Technologies leadership make sense of data about the COVID-19 virus. Image courtesy of Dell Technologies

In addition, the matrix used a total of 15 di�erent variables, all weighed appropriately, to calculate the overall risk

score across 182 countries and 173 provinces or states where the company operates. “Not only did this tool help us

reopen Dell sites safely in certain locations, but it also helped us remain onsite safely and make other decisions

about travel, events, etc.,” Rigg notes.

The SRO team also leveraged a return-to-site strategy to help inform decision-making beyond reopening a particular

site, in which the data and analysis that goes into the model are scalable to local conditions at the city, state and

country levels. Rigg explains, “Previously, we had a three-part, phased approach to returning to each site, considering

each facility’s capacity, local government regulations and our own data science and risk model (among other factors)

to determine safety and readiness to reopen and remain on site. The strategy also prioritized team members’ roles

that needed to be onsite.”

As the virus and situations globally, regionally and locally evolved, so did the company’s response and risk-related

tools. “On June 29, 2021, we launched the new COVID-19 Risk Reference tool. This tool assesses the risk levels of an

area based on COVID-19 cases, deaths and the percentage of people vaccinated in that area. The tool allows us to

continue our globally consistent, data-driven approach to how we reopen Dell sites, all with our team members’ and

communities’ health top of mind.”

Having met the challenges posed by the pandemic, Dell Technologies also recently announced to team members that

the company will reopen sites not already open to team members, contractors and guests on January 4, 2022.

At Dell Technologies, collaboration across the security function, the

chief security o�cer, environment, health and safety, human

resources, real estate and facilities, and communications team has

been a pillar to crisis response during the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the early pandemic stages when business leaders were looking to their peers for help and examples of minimizing

business disruption and protecting employees, it  was hard to synthesize the data and then determine which data

was appropriate for informing business decisions, Rigg explains. However, all tools created by the Global Security

Operations team did just that for Dell, assisting with:

Daily situation reporting to executive leadership and other risk decision-makers and management during

800+ COVID-19-related meetings;

Leadership and coordination of corporate, regional and country-level crisis management teams to assess

critical needs and decisions across the business, team members and users;

Travel and evacuations for team members and their stranded families due to �ight cancellations or quickly

developing quarantine requirements;

Delivery of technologies to users and companies in need across various industries, such as healthcare,

�nancial, education, government, etc.

Rigg says, “Dell’s �rst priority is the safety and health of our team members and the communities where we live and

work. Although we never stopped working thanks to our culture of �exible work, the tools we created allowed us to

take a conservative, globally consistent, data-driven approach to how we brought select team members back to the

site.”

On numerous occasions, the Global Security Operations and SRO teams also shared insights and resources via the

Security Executive Council (SEC)’s COVID-19 security-related industry brie�ng sessions to a broad range of security

professionals. In addition, both teams allowed the SEC to share unattributed output from the Inversed Risk Matrix

with more than 700 companies, government agencies, universities, NGOs, research organizations, institutes and

individual practitioners responsible for response to COVID-19 input around the world. Through this e�ort, the tool

became the backbone of numerous COVID-19 pandemic response programs globally.

At Dell Technologies, collaboration across the security function, the chief security o�cer, environment, health and

safety, human resources, real estate and facilit ies, and communications team has been a pillar to crisis response

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Breaking down silos, all teams met regularly and used the tools developed to help

make globally consistent, informed decisions about the health and safety of its team members and communities to

emerge stronger through the disruption and to foster a culture of resilience.

“First and foremost, it  has been the resilient nature of our team members and our unwavering commitment to

health and safety of our team members and the communities where we live and work,” Rigg says. “Some of our best

and brightest minds have worked on our return to site strategy since the beginning — the e�ort is truly

collaborative and cross-functional. Our �exible workplace and the ability of executive leadership to make swift yet

consistent decisions based on science and data are key contributors to our response e�orts.”
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By Maria Henriquez, Associate Editor

Global Business Resilience at Cognizant enabled decision-making and business continuity during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Cognizant’s Global Business Resilience
Team Leads Crisis Management

Image courtesy of Cognizant

Cognizant is a Fortune 200 multinational professional services company headquartered in New Jersey, with delivery

centers and 300,000 associates in 37 countries. As part of its many responsibilit ies to protect Cognizant interests,

the Global Business Resilience team has monitored, managed and guided Cognizant’s crisis response through the

oversight of the enterprise Crisis Management program.

Cognizant’s Global Business Resilience team — part of the larger Corporate Security organization under the

leadership of the Strategy and Technology team — implemented several initiatives to ensure that the company could

continue to deliver services to its clients during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The team is led by Robert Molina,

Assistant Vice President of the Global Business Resilience team that manages the crisis management, disaster

recovery, business continuity, incident response and physical security programs. Molina has more than 37-years of

public and private sector experience leading global programs and advising corporate leaders.   

“At the start of 2020, my leadership team and I never expected we would be stepping up to execute on an 18-month

odyssey that would a�ect the lives and livelihoods of so many associates,“ Molina says. “The team addressed every

challenge with a healthy attitude that focused on mitigating risks towards our associates and enabling Cognizant to

maintain services. We had a warrior mentality and laser focus on establishing a risk-based approach to address the

challenges of an unprecedented global pandemic.“

“Global Business Resilience executed a crisis response plan and operationalized business continuity plans to ensure

that services were delivered during our local and country lockdown during the pandemic. The Global Business

Resilience crisis management team led engagement with the business for business operation leaders,” says Kevin

Huska, a senior leader in Cognizant’s Corporate Security organization who oversees the executive security services

and special events security programs. Huska has more than 20 years of experience creating and leading global

business-enabling security programs, risk mitigation and incident response teams.

To make sense of how SARS-CoV-2 could pose a risk to the business or

people, the Global Business Resilience team began to leverage open-source

intelligence in late December 2019. The team obtained timely and

actionable data to report to senior leadership on the virus through their

Joint Security Intelligence Center (JSIC) located in Chennai, India.

As a result of the growing concern of COVID-19 spread and the actionable

data obtained by JSIC, Global Business Resilience activated its regional Asia-

Paci�c Crisis Management Team (CMT). The team led the decision-making

relating to the safety of associates, such as restricting travel, closing o�ces

and ensuring compliance with evolving local government requirements.

Many of these initial actions would later be modeled by other CMTs as the

pandemic grew globally.

In February 2020, Global Business Resilience convened all regional CMTs and

directed them through scenario planning while developing scalable

exposure risk protocols and responses to manage associate infection

outbreaks and facility response procedures. Huska says, “The primary

responsibility at the time was to protect our associates and to guarantee

there was a safe and secure environment for those associates to work and

enable critical operations to continue.”

Kevin Huska, Executive Security Services, Cognizant
Corporate Security. Image courtesy of Huska

Robert Molina — Assistant Vice President at Cognizant, Head, Global Business Resilience — and the leaders of the regional crisis management and JSIC team.
Image courtesy of Cognizant

A signi�cant initiative led by the Global Business Resilience team was to ensure business continuity in India, which is

the global operational delivery hub for Cognizant, serving 177 Fortune 500 clients. Approximately 200,000 Cognizant

associates are located in India, so as the country awaited its initial lockdown due to COVID-19 spread, cybersecurity

teams and information risk managers deployed secure work-from-home solutions to all India-based employees.

As a result of India’s workplace lockdown beginning in March 2020, critical employees who deliver client services

could not travel to o�ces. When the lockdown was originally implemented, the Global Business Resilience team leads

liaised with local law enforcement o�cials and government authorities to obtain essential movement passes for

vehicles and Cognizant resources. The e�ort allowed associates in India to legally commute from their residences and

return home.

The security team in India could not have succeeded in delivering IT  assets without strong support and collaboration

with multiple stakeholders, including corporate workplace service, global IT , business unit leaders, HR and

outsourced security service providers, Huska explains. “The small and agile team of 26 India-based Global Business

Resilience professionals leveraged the dedicated contract workforce and responded to enable business operations to

continue,” Huska says. “The security team played a pivotal role in implementing a work-from-home model by not only

setting up 21 temporary IT  stores, but also by assisting in creating new processes to manage the task of tracking

the movement of thousands of Cognizant computers, monitors and peripherals.”

The Global Business Resilience team established a risk-based, global return to o�ce (RTO) program utilizing

ServiceNow work�ow to automate multi-step processes between any combination of people and systems to help

achieve better business outcomes. The team also implemented an integrated scoring methodology platform to help

quantify risk metrics at all 892 locations where Cognizant associates worked.

Huska says, “This data-centered approach was critical, used by executive leadership to make decisions about the

safety of all locations that could impact the health and well-being of Cognizant workers. Decision-makers required

quanti�able evidence about exposure, and Global Business Resilience provided them a tangible formula [with] which

to make critical RTO decisions.”

By February 2021, the company’s pandemic response continued. Since Global Security’s crisis management program

provides governance over COVID-19 cases, in order to include case intake, close contact mapping and reporting, the

team processed over 4,100 cases involving associate exposure to COVID-19 and managed more than 900 recovery

time objective exception requests. In partnership with the Corporate Workplace Services team, Global Business

Resilience continues to operate 320 COVID-19 screening stations manned across facilit ies to carry out health

screening of associates, visitors and contract sta� day in and day out. In collaboration with the facilit ies teams, the

global security team also enhanced the safety of all Cognizant associates in India by deploying around 850 awareness

posters at all facilit ies on health screening and hygiene protocols for workers and guests.

“We were able to equip our Global Business Resilience team with work-from-home capabilit ies and deploy personal

protection equipment to those that had requirements to support our critical facilit ies with masks, touchless

temperature scanners, more frequent check-ins and meetings,” he adds. “With adaptive planning and review rounds,

we were able to revise and pivot priorities to empower the local teams to act more quickly. It  was and continues to

be a learning experience. We stayed close to open source intelligence and analysis as well as implemented security

controls to keep our employees safe and preserve the ability to work from home.”

The JSIC facility during pandemic lockdown restrictions in Chennai, India. Successfully adapting to a work-from-home model, the 24/7 converged cyber-physical security
operation center monitors threats and manages incidents worldwide for Cognizant. Image courtesy of Cognizant

Huska says the JSIC provided critical and game-changing data reporting capabilit ies to enable business-speci�c goals

while identifying emerging risks to the organization. The JSIC analysts monitored media and public health

stakeholders, reporting on the pandemic’s impact and response and providing comparative dashboards for

leadership.

In total, the 24-hour security center generated over 1,000 tailored analytical reports, including 50 reports mapping

the COVID-19 spread in Cognizant work locations and metro regions. The JSIC also broadcasted more than 360,000

messages through a mass noti�cation tool as a component of Cognizant’s duty of care to its workers, demonstrating

the need to adapt and ensure core responsibilit ies were not forgotten.

Due to the success of JSIC reporting, the Global Business Resilience team received feedback from the highest levels

of the company with regards to the accuracy and the fact-based nature of JSIC information, which helped drive

several business decisions. “Not only did the JSIC team provide and conduct much of the metric analysis, but they

demonstrated the value that security brings to the organization and how it helps strengthen crucial parts of the

business,” Huska explains.

At this time, Cognizant Global Business Resilience continues to monitor the ever-evolving nature of the COVID-19

pandemic. The JSIC continues to provide daily reports of ongoing lockdown changes to local conditions related to the

COVID-19 spread. “This information is used as a scoring matrix to help Global Business Resilience make decisions on

travel to high-risk destinations, return to the o�ce, and on how to support the local community as we need to

ensure o�ces are ready to be open.“

A focus for the security team is also on building a new organization at the banner of Global Business Resilience and

with security, providing leadership over business continuity, disaster recovery and crisis management. Huska

explains, “This converged approach, which mirrors what we were doing with the JSIC, provides a line of sight to

improve accountability for all manmade and natural disaster incident response under one management model.”

Commenting on the combined e�orts of the Global Business Resilience team, Molina says, “I could not be prouder of

the team for their dedication, hard work and sacri�ces to manage this crisis. They used their training, knowledge and

sheer willpower to establish a scalable framework able to manage the pandemic and future catastrophic events. We

could not have been successful without the support and collaboration between key groups like HR, Legal,

Communications, IT , business leaders and other Corporate Security functions. I would personally like to thank all

members of the Global Business Resilience team for their professionalism in getting the job done.”
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Career Intelligence

By Jerry J. Brennan and Joanne Pollock, Contributing Writers

Is That Security
Job Listing Real?

Prostock-Studio / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Searching for a new job is a frustrating and time-consuming endeavor in the best of circumstances. You can �nd

yourself spending untold hours searching online job boards belonging to aggregators, companies and recruitment

�rms. Electronic application forms, countless emails and phone calls round out the experience.

One of the questions we most often hear from job seekers is asking whether a particular job posting is real.

Depending on where they saw the listing posted, that answer can be complicated.

Companies often have minimum posting requirements even if they have already identi�ed a candidate. The job gets

published with the intention of allowing previously identi�ed candidates to register with the organization’s online

system and formally apply. This step facilitates the internal Human Resources management systems to process,

document and generate o�er letters and initiate background investigations.

Unfortunately, in an aggregator job board environment where information is constantly scraped, these pro forma

listings appear as if they are new jobs. Postings are then continually scraped and re-scraped, meaning that the

listing the company intended to run for three days can continue to live online for months, even though it has been

removed from the company’s career portal.

This is one reason we encourage job seekers to go to an employer’s website and not rely on the various third-party

job boards or newsletters. While not perfect, it  is a better way to validate whether a job is currently open. Legitimate

companies do not post positions that have not been approved or funded. Their listings generally re�ect active

external search e�orts.

One of the questions we most often hear from job seekers is asking

whether a particular job posting is real. Depending on where they

saw the listing posted, that answer can be complicated.

The secondary reason to validate that a job is real is to prevent your personal data from being captured under false

pretenses. It can be tempting to apply for a great-sounding job even though you can’t validate it. However, that may

result in your information being collected and used by someone other than you intended.

There is a growing pattern of unethical and potentially illegal e�orts by criminal enterprises, intelligence operations,

recruiting companies and a wide range of businesses seeking to exploit and collect personal information and

backgrounds for nefarious purposes. These job ads tend to be completely fake.

The objective for these schemes is always the same: collect information and leverage it. Often the scammers will ask

not only for your resume and personal details, but also copies of government-issued IDs and banking details.

Another scheme is to engage in social engineering, which can be used to mount a penetration of your computer

system. This can also be done by sending malicious code imbedded in innocuous documents.

Then there are marketing companies who want to gather targeted contact details to facilitate their own products,

services and conferences. The leveraging or resale of your personal data for reasons other than how you intended is

at minimum unethical and often illegal.

One of the most troubling recent patterns is the practice of �rms on the fringe of the recruitment industry that

publish a company’s security job listing although they are not under contract to �ll the job. The advertisement

falsely promotes the idea that they contracted to �nd someone to �ll the position. In reality, they have posted it

without the hiring company’s knowledge or authority.

We became aware of an incident where one recruiter posted a company’s job, collected resumes/CVs and then sent

them to the hiring manager with a blank contract soliciting a business relationship. Candidate data was then shared

with third-party organizations in several di�erent revenue schemes intended to pro�t from the candidates' personal

information. Candidates who called in response to other job ads they saw on this site were told, “We don’t actually

have that job; we just put it up there so people like you would send us their CVs and personal details.”

There are robust privacy laws in place globally that aim to protect job seekers from a scenario such as this. When

your personal data is falsely collected, the company is operating illegally and violating a number of international

privacy statutes. If you feel you have been victimized in this manner, you can �le online complaints through a global

privacy organization.

This challenge is just the tip of the iceberg, and it is growing. Candidates need to be alert and cautious. If you have

concerns about whether a job opening is real, do your due diligence. Research the company and be sure that the

person with whom you are dealing is a true representative of the organization. Ensure that any third-party recruiter

is under contract to recruit for the company. And lastly, if anyone either asks you for money or o�ers it, run.

About the Columnists

Jerry J. Brennan is Co-Founder and Chief Executive of the Security Management Resources Group of Companies

(www.smrgroup.com), the leading global executive search practice focused exclusively on corporate and information

security positions. Columnist image courtesy of Brennan

Joanne R. Pollock is Co-Founder and President of the SMR Group. Previous to SMR, she had a 20-year career at leading

global corporations, working across diverse functional areas including human resources, sales and marketing, and

information technology services. Columnist image courtesy of Pollock
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Cyber Tactics

By John McClurg, Contributing Writer

A Cybersecurity Year in Review

Martin Barraud / OJO Images via Getty Images

In retrospect, 2021 passed as a whirlwind for those of us in cybersecurity. We experienced an accelerated shift

toward a world in which its distinctions, de�nitions and categorical identities grew ever more porous.

The physical and digital worlds continued to merge, so much so that any barrier that had existed between them is

now nearly gone. The growth of this porosity and its associated increase in attack vectors was exacerbated by

expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the more intertwined and connected environment it creates.

This brings us to what we might consider the core of this year’s challenges, as re�ected in the SolarWinds and

Colonial Pipeline compromises: the continued growth of successful ransomware attacks and the promulgation of the

Executive Order regarding software bill of materials (SBOM). These events stand out as a re�ection of what I consider

most signi�cant when it comes to what we saw in 2021 and are the basis of what we might expect to see in the year

to come.

SolarWinds

Adding to the complexity evidenced in this compromise was the growth and acceptance of Continuous

Introduction/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) over the years as the backbone of modern-day DevOps operations. CI/CD

represents an approach to software development that seeks to leverage shorter development cycles in delivering a

steady stream of potentially disruptive innovations to customers who incessantly clamor for “more… faster.”

SolarWinds forced upon us an unsettling realization of the implications of a foundational system whose updates

were compromised and propagated in the manner revealed. The contextual battlespace in which that propagation

occurred was further exacerbated by the growing porosity mentioned above that makes up the modern supply

chain, giving an adversary an almost unlimited number of “weakest leaks” through which to explore the options and

realize the fruits of their e�orts.

Colonial Pipeline

The lessons heralded by last May’s Colonial Pipeline compromise were recently punctuated by the Iranian Gas Pumps

a�air. These taken-for-granted aspects of daily living don’t have to be denied us for very long before an unacceptable

pain settles in. The Colonial Pipeline, which supplies 45% of the East Coast’s supply of various fuels, was taken o�ine

after it was impacted by a ransomware attack. Now, on the other side of the world, another cyberattack has left

drivers in Iran with virtually no fuel. The online attack reportedly crippled essentially every gas station across Iran —

ironic, as that nation is a leading exporter of oil.

What we can do is use the available information at hand to best

prepare ourselves for every possible scenario.

Ransomware on the Rise

The Colonial Pipeline a�air was just one instance of how ransomware attacks took the headlines by storm in 2021 —

notwithstanding the existence of validated, AI-supported math models whose prowess against such attacks

continues to be well-documented. That an inertia seems to yet hold major Fortune 500 companies and

infrastructures of nations prisoner and doggedly committed to outdated models of defense staggers rational

comprehension. That modern ransomware attacks appear to easily circumvent the established pillars of traditional

cyber protection punctuates the need to �nd new ways to solve this problem. Advancing the same old solutions

while expecting di�erent outcomes is the classic de�nition of “insanity.”

Executive Order

Proving that the supply chain implications of these standout events did not go unappreciated, the U.S. presidential

administration issued an Executive Order, the heart of which requires those who manufacture and distribute

software a new awareness of their supply chain to detail what is actually in their products — particularly open-

source software — and the ability to re�ect that awareness in an accurate SBOM. With announced vulnerabilit ies

growing ever more prevalent, these SBOMs will provide purchasers with a means of determining how relevant any

announcement may be to their interests.

Where to Go From Here

Although predicting the future is a challenging business under the best of circumstances, it  is perhaps made easier

by the fact that we, as humans, so often refuse to learn from the past and are, therefore, condemned to repeat it, as

George Santayana is often quoted as saying. Predicting the future thus becomes, in part, the practice of isolating

those lessons we should have learned but did not and translating that into what we are then likely to experience

again. Heraclitus of Ephesus opined that you can’t step in the same river twice, but these repeat experiences should

be similar enough to a�ord insights into what mitigating actions might be open to us.

We’ve learned that, apparently, our math models can predict and continue to do so at least in the limited sphere of

malware. They actually do know what attack will come next — oftentimes years in advance. In other spheres, we’re

not so fortunate. What we can do, however, is use the available information at hand to best prepare ourselves for

every possible scenario. We know what technology is being developed and we know the potential risks that come

with it. We’ve seen how adversaries can harness the power of good to do harm. It ’s up to everyone in the

cybersecurity community to ensure smart, strong defenses are in place in the coming year to protect against those

threats.

Check back in next month for 2022’s inaugural column where we will explore predictions for the coming year.

About the Columnist
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Product Spotlight
Security Solutions Roundup 2021

By Maria Henriquez, Associate Editor

and Madeline Lauver, Assistant Editor

As the year ends, Security magazine spotlights the security industry’s latest solutions below. Innovative products,

services and technologies not only help security leaders thrive in their roles, but also keep people and assets safe to

create more secure, e�cient and intelligent businesses.

ABLOY USA

Protects Assets From Harsh
Weather Conditions
The IP54-rated Integrated Dust Cover with an internal shield is a new

access control solution from ABLOY USA, aiming to protect locks

prone to environmental damage. The solution is designed speci�cally

for ABLOY mechanical and PROTEC2 CLIQ cylinders. The integrated

dust cover protects internal components with a spring-loaded shutter

that blocks the key opening and reduces exposure to the elements.

Integrated dust covers are available for key-in-knob and key-in-lever

applications and are found in ABLOY CLIQ Cam locks and all Mortise,

LFIC and Euro Din cylinders. Image courtesy of ABLOY USA

Find out more at www.abloyusa.com

Aiphone

Facilitates Contactless Entry and
Access Control
Aiphone’s touchless sensor allows visitors, vendors and employees to

initiate a contactless call. Compatible with the IX Series door stations,

the sensor encourages users to “Wave Hello” to activate a call,

reducing exposure to germs and the spread of bacteria in high‐touch

areas. The touchless sensor can also help employees who have lost

their access control card or facilitate contactless deliveries. The

sensor’s detection zone can help avoid unwanted activations from

external sources, such as wind or outdoor debris. Image courtesy of

Aiphone

Find out more at www.aiphone.com

Arcules & Feenics

Helps Expand Access Control
Support
The integration of the Arcules cloud-based video surveillance, access

control and analytics platform with Keep by Feenics can help users

with expanded access control functionality and insight into security

events across a business infrastructure. Users can access a uni�ed

monitoring experience with the ability to view live and recorded video

and access control data. Users can also export recorded video clips

and snapshots from the Keep interface. After installing the Arcules

plug-in for Keep’s WinApp, users can view Arcules video feeds in the

Keep video player, aligning video and access control data to support

informed decision-making and remove friction from the user

experience. Image courtesy of Arcules

Find out more at www.arcules.com

Axis

Allows for Real-Time Movement
and Control in Hazardous Areas
AXIS Communications D201-S XPT Q6075 is a PTZ camera that o�ers

light sensitivity for detail and focus in near darkness. Enclosed in

stainless-steel housing, the camera is certi�ed (cFMus, ATEX, IECEx

and INMETRO) for use in potentially explosive environments. D201-S

XPT Q6075 o�ers built-in cybersecurity features, extended capabilit ies

for analytics and more video compression. Additionally, it  includes

auto tracking with click-and-track functionality for active object

tracking and orientation aid with support for dynamic overlays for a

quick orientation, as well as Axis Zipstream with support for

H.264/H.265 to lower bandwidth and storage requirements. Image

courtesy of Axis

Find out more at www.axis.com

Bosch

Cameras With Built-in AI to
Support Predictive Solutions
Bosch Autodome IP starlight 5100i IR moving camera has a new 1/1.8

inch sensor o�ering 4-megapixel resolution and 30x optical zoom. It

provides dual illumination, integrated infrared and white light to

capture images that can distinguish individuals or objects for

identi�cation or proof. Complemented with built-in arti�cial

intelligence (AI), the camera, when idle, supports operators with

object detection in areas of interest for city surveillance and

perimeter protection applications. Image courtesy of Bosch

Find out more at www.bosch.com

Brivo

Catalogs Surveillance Feeds for
Easy Reference
Brivo Snapshot is a video analytics and forensic tool that uses

machine learning to deliver facial and person detection using a fusion

of access control and video data streams. By detecting the presence

of faces and other characteristics, Snapshot creates a permanent

“photo album,” providing users with a visual history of individuals in

view of an entry point. After �nding the video frame with the highest

facial detection score around a speci�c event, Snapshot extracts and

stores this single image along with the underlying video clip for

reference and without storage limitations. Image courtesy of Brivo

Find out more at www.brivo.com

Dataminr

Boosts Enterprise Emergency
Preparedness
Dataminr has updated its Dataminr Pulse information discovery

platform with rapid response capabilit ies. The organization has

incorporated facets of Krizo’s emergency preparedness software into

Dataminr Pulse, including the ability to plan for, simulate and activate

crisis responses to physical and cyber threats, supply chain

disruptions and reputational risks. With the update, Dataminr Pulse

aims to enable corporate enterprises to discover, contextualize and

e�ectively respond to events in real time. Image courtesy of Laurence

Dutton / E+ / Getty Images

Find out more at www.dataminr.com

DoorKing

Helps Users Manage Access
Control Remotely
The DKS Cloud Manager from DoorKing is a hosted cloud solution

modifying how DoorKing telephone entry and access control system

databases are programmed and managed. With the DKS Cloud

Manager, users can control their access system from any device

connected to the internet without additional software or applications.

The cloud database, hosted by Microsoft Azure, is backed up and

included without charge with a DoorKing internet, cellular or IM

server hosting subscription. Image courtesy of DoorKing

Find out more at www.doorking.com

Eagle Eye Networks

Provides Video Surveillance
Health Monitoring
Eagle Eye Networks’ Premium Support Program provides support

designed for users that have mission-critical needs. Premium Support

monitors the health of user video surveillance, provides video incident

retrieval and expedites issue resolution. The service can be helpful to

resellers aiming to o�er additional services to their users and to end

users in highly regulated industries. Image courtesy of Eagle Eye

Networks

Find out more at www.een.com

Evolv

Improves Venue Operations and
Visitor Experience
Evolv Express is a weapons detection system that combines sensor

technology with arti�cial intelligence, security ecosystem integrations

and venue analytics to ensure safer threat detection at high speed

and values. The solution can capture visitor rates, alarm rates and

threat types detected at every venue entrance, making this data

available for consumption and interrogation across multiple business

dimensions — date, time, location, entrance and event type — in the

Evolv Insights analytics platform. With this feature, security sta� at

venues can deploy guards when and where they are needed. Image

courtesy of Evolv

Find out more at www.evolvtechnology.com

Exacq

Provides Perimeter Monitoring
and Motion Alarms
Johnson Controls and Scylla’s integration of the Scylla AI-powered

Perimeter Intrusion Detection System with the Tyco exacqVision video

management software can help users to reduce false alarms, leverage

perimeter monitoring and view statistics on alarm types and

frequency. The integration further allows users to monitor the

perimeter; keep track of motion alarms based on person or vehicle

intrusion detection; and see statistics of how many real alarms were

triggered, as well as the false-positive rate. Noti�cations with

detection frames and additional information can be managed on a

cloud dashboard, so users can see all false alarm �ltering statistics.

Image courtesy of Exacq

Find out more at www.exacq.com

Genetec

Features Higher Resolution
Sensors 
Genetec’s AutoVu SharpV ALPR (automatic license plate recognition)

camera delivers machine learning-based ALPR and vehicle analytics for

performance in all conditions. Designed for �xed ALPR installations,

the camera is suited for a range of applications, such as monitoring

entries and exits; capturing license plates at high speed on city

streets and highways; managing o�-street parking lots and facilit ies;

and covering major city access points for wanted vehicles. With built-

in illuminators and global shutter and high-resolution sensors, the

SharpV captures images day or night, in slow local tra�c or on fast

highways. Image courtesy of Genetec

Find out more at www.genetec.com

Hanwha Techwin

Brings Arti�cial Intelligence-
Based Object Detection
Hanwha Techwin’s X-Core AI and X-Plus AI-series feature AI and deep-

learning technologies. The cameras are compliant with the National

Defense Authorization Act and feature a suite of license-free, in-

camera analytics to improve operator e�ciency for real-time event

noti�cation and post-event search. The X series cameras utilize AI to

detect and classify people, vehicles, faces, license plates and more in

real time. With a range of available resolutions from 2MP to 4K, the

cameras’ deep-learning algorithms can help identify multiple distinct

objects to reduce false alarms. Image courtesy of Hanwha Techwin

Find out more at www.hanwhasecurity.com

HID Global

Enables Physical and Digital
Access ith One Tap
HID Global’s Crescendo C2300 smart cards enable organizations to

issue a corporate ID badge that functions as a universal credential,

supporting FIDO, PKI and OATH, as well as providing options for Seos,

Prox, MiFARE and now iCLASS for physical access. The cards enable

users to seamlessly unlock doors, data and their computers via an

authenticator that can support an organization’s zero trust security

strategy. Contactless technology enables users to tap their cards to

open a door, authenticate to Windows, VPNs and cloud applications

or encrypt and sign data. Image courtesy of HID Global

Find out more at www.hidglobal.com

Honeywell

Provides Uni�ed View of Security
Risks
Pro-Watch 5.5 is the latest iteration of Honeywell’s Pro-Watch

Integrated Security Suite, a software platform designed for enterprise

and critical infrastructure markets to protect people and property,

optimize productivity and ensure compliance with industry

regulations. The security software can help reduce security risks and

provide a uni�ed view of alarms and maps, incident work�ows and a

space/area builder to create logical zones and group-based multisite

views. Image courtesy of Honeywell

Find out more at www.honeywell.com

IPVideo Corporation

Detects Multiple Facility
Measurements for Less False
Alarms
IPVideo Corp.’s HALO IOT Smart Sensor 2.5 provides real-time health

and indoor air quality readings and alerts when either index falls into

danger zones. In conjunction with HALO Cloud, the sensor also

provides automated reports that allow building owners and

administrators to demonstrate they are providing a healthy indoor

environment and/or validate that facility improvements are needed.

HALO provides building health monitoring, indoor air quality

monitoring, vape detection, THC detection, gunshot detection,

emergency keyword alerting, audible alerting, light/occupancy

alerting, chemical alerting, VOC alerting and tamper alerting as well

as temperature, humidity and pressure alerting. Image courtesy of

IPVideo

Find out more at www.ipvideocorp.com

March Networks

Secures Mobile Orders and
Curbside Pick-Ups in Retail
March Networks’ retail solution uses AI and cloud technology to help

quick-service restaurants and other retailers cut losses from theft.

The solution o�ers a mobile order pick-up solution, as well as a

Quality and Safety Review System (QSRS) that alerts operators in real

time to customers arriving for curbside pick-up. The solution uses AI-

powered analytics available in March Networks’ ME6 Series IP Cameras

to detect vehicles arriving for pick-up. Retailers can receive an email

or text message alert about each vehicle’s arrival and capture

recorded video of every curbside delivery for future review and

investigation. Image courtesy of March Networks

Find out more at www.marchnetworks.com

Navigate360

Educates Students and School
Sta� on Suicide Prevention
Navigate360’s Suicide Awareness & Prevention solution can help

school districts implement and manage a suicide prevention program.

The program combines suicide risk screening and case management

with eLearning for all school sta� members, aiming to simplify

identifying, intervening and supporting at-risk youth. The program

addresses how to talk about suicide, identify the warning signs and

risk factors, intervene and manage post-intervention. Image courtesy of

Navigate360

Find out more at www.navigate360.com

Northland Controls

Secures Short-Term and
Temporary Spaces
The Rapid Deploy Kit from Northland Controls secures and controls

access for temporary and short-term spaces. These hard-cased rack

boxes feature a custom-fabricated panel for mounting critical boards

such as wireless intrusion devices. The cases have two drawers to hold

cameras, contacts, PIRs and patch leads, as well as a PoE switch and

video recording server. Each box is connected to the corporate

network and can feature access control, intrusion detection and video

management system technology. The kits can be moved and reused

as companies move from one location to the next. Image courtesy of

Northland Controls

Find out more at www.northlandcontrols.com

OnSolve

Identi�es Active Incidents and
Sends Emergency Alerts
The OnSolve Platform for Critical Event Management (CEM) uses an AI

engine to identify active emergencies and notify personnel. The

OnSolve CEM platform adds more than 450 integrations to users’

existing physical security, business continuity and IT  management

ecosystems with its suite of products: OnSolve Risk Intelligence,

Critical Communications and Incident Management. Through the

OnSolve integration engine, users can orchestrate tasks such as

wellness checks and alerts to impacted areas; disable building access;

and trigger appropriate tests based on sensor data such as

temperature drops, water levels, electrical current detection or

gunshot/monitor detection. Image courtesy of OnSolve

Find out more at www.onsolve.com

Par-Kut

Secures Access Control Points in
Style
After a marina experienced repeated break-ins and theft, Par-Kut

designed the 86PREZ-19192 security booth, a 6 by 8 foot structure

with ballistic glass and a sliding communication window for the

security o�cer to verify permissions to enter a facility. The booth

has a standing-seam metal roof, decorative window mullions and

wall treatment and exterior LED lighting. Heating and cooling were

provided to ensure the insulated welded steel guardhouse would be

a comfortable work environment during peak and shoulder seasons.

Image courtesy of Par-Kut

Find out more at www.parkut.com

Securitas Electronic Security

Manages Technology Assets' Life
Cycles
Securitas Electronic Security SecureStat 360 tracks, manages and

reports on a product’s data from deployment to replacement.

Integrated through a dashboard, SecureStat 360 keeps track of

product part number, serial number, �rmware, installation date, sold

date, location and more to help o�er visibility into data that allows

security managers to maintain the inventory and health status of

security assets. Overall, the tool helps security managers view,

measure and control their security program to help make informed

decisions about their security technology assets’ life cycle. The

solution can be integrated with other technology. Image courtesy of

Securitas Electronic Security

Find out more at www.securitases.com

Speco Technologies

Gives Users Access to
Surveillance Tech
Speco Technologies’ O5 camera line comes equipped with

surveillance capabilit ies, including human detection, vehicle

detection, line crossing/counting, intrusion, Speco Cloud

compatibility and face detection, which can detect whether or not

people are wearing a mask. Speco’s browser-based interface allows

users access to their information. The 5-megapixel IP cameras

include the O5D2, O5B2, O5T2, O5D2M, O5B2M, O5T2M and O5P2

models, which all include either a complimentary Junction Box or wall

mount. Image courtesy of Speco Technologies

Find out more at www.specotech.com

Teledyne FLIR

Ground-Based Radar Cameras for
Perimeter Security
Teledyne FLIR upgraded Elara R-Series commercial ground security

radars and the Triton FH-Series multispectral �xed cameras are

suitable for industrial or commercial applications, increasing

detection coverage, auto-tracking, dynamic mapping and position

intelligence of intruders. The cameras help deliver both intrusion

detection and video veri�cation through high-resolution thermal and

visible imaging capabilit ies. These features help security personnel

identify and assess situations, aiming to improve response time. The

Elara R-Series introduces compact ground radars to warn of human

and vehicle intrusions while tracking and locating multiple targets.

Image courtesy of Teledyne FLIR

Find out more at www.teledyne�ir.com

Topo.AI

Supports Crisis Management
from Alerts to Investigations
Topo.ai’s TopoONE Incidents is an integrated incident management

system within the TopoONE platform. TopoONE Incidents helps

ensure consistency in all phases of incident management, including

automated intake of details from threat alerts and other sources;

user-con�gurable work�ows, tasks and checklists; and tracking all

actions and information updates. The system provides comprehensive

support for several use cases such as catastrophic weather events

and criminal investigations as well as simple incidents such as

vandalism and minor injuries. The incident management system is

integrated with the map-based common operating picture in

TopoONE. Image courtesy of Topo.AI

Find out more at www.topoai.com

Vicon Industries, Inc.

Records Color Video Surveillance
Day or Night
The V1020-WIR-360 multi-sensor camera from Vicon Industries, a

subsidiary of Cemtrex, provides detailed imaging day or night and

incorporates Starlight illumination, which allows users to see colors

and details that are often overlooked in traditional IR black-and-white

images. Users can choose from presets for 270-degree or 360-degree

views or create views speci�c to the �eld of views necessary to the

environment. The camera also includes True WDR, 131 feet of IR

illumination and a simple installation process. This ONVIF-compliant

multi-sensor camera is ideal for both indoor and outdoor

environments in need of wide-area coverage, such as parking lots,

malls, correctional facilit ies and more. Image courtesy of Vicon

Find out more at www.vicon-security.com

Winsted

Protects Control Room
Employees From COVID-19 
Protective Operator Partitions from Winsted aim to reduce the risk of

exposure to COVID-19 in tight spaces like a control room

environment, where social distancing can be di�cult to maintain.

Winsted provides a partition that may help reduce both exposure and

the risk of exposing others within a control room or operations

center. The partitions are designed to �t multiple workspaces and are

repositionable and extendable. Image courtesy of Winsted

Find out more at www.winsted.com
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